
Many jobs at around the house are done manually, but could have been done by 
machines instead. What are the advantages or disadvantages of this? Give your 
opinion and include relevant examples.

Today, many manual tasks are done by machines, and housework is not an exception. 
However, there are some advantages for doing things them by hands that cause us to 
ponder about their fading. them. This essay tries to explains this dilemma.

Firstly, these home jobshouse chores increase physical activities in people who these 
days suffer from some sedentary related diseases like the   diabetes or coronary artery 
disease. Before invention of these appliances, people usually have burnt a lot of calories 
due todoing home activities and eventually these chores works helped them to keep a 
balance but machinery took this opportunity away from us. Another side effect of these 
home tools is forgetting handmade   manual skills. For thousands of years the human 
has learnt how to use his hands for creating things or preparing foods, while by 
substitution of home gadgets for our hands, we will gradually lose our ancestors’ legacy. 
Moreover, when our hands are idle, our brain also may become lazy and perhaps we 
could not be as creative as we used to be.well as the past.

On the other hands, we are living in a world where that time is money, and undoubtedly 
using equipment and new technologies in home buys time for us. The Modern human 
should spend his time in learning processes or thinking about more important issues 
rather than cleaning floors or washing the dishes. For instance, it would be interesting 
when we are reading a book; a smart vacuum cleaner would runs around the house and 
charges itself automatically. In addition, the health and safety can be considered as 
byproducts of home appliances. For example, if we wash our clothes with a modern 
washing machine, we should not worry about the quality of washing when this new 
appliance uses some technologies for killing bacteria./bacteria-killing technologies

In conclusion, although some drawbacks like lack of physical activities or losing hand and 
finger skills may result from home machinery, it seems that people can compensate 
them by the time that is saved with the help of same machines and used for engaging in 
sport activities.


